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Introduction 
 In these times when men act out their disputes in the most cowardly manner 
possible – political idiots who bomb women and children in supermarkets, and crazed 
nobodies that spray airports and restaurants with gunfire – it’s refreshing to think back to 
more civilized times when a man looked his foe in the eye and challenged him to a fair 
fight.  Not to say that weapons expertise proves a man right or wrong, not so; but the 
honesty and straight forwardness of such a code is so sadly missing in our society today. 
 In this game, characters are created and scenarios are set up which are designed to 
arouse the wrath of righteousness, or unrighteousness, depending on your point of view.  
Characters try to eliminate unfair advantage and challenge evil wherever it might rear its 
ugly head.  At the end of each episode, characters are judged by their actions on the 
Codes of Honor Chart thereby gaining or losing in Character and Skill points.  No 
‘referee or ‘gamemaster’ is necessary (all participants are primary and secondary 
character players as chance allows. 
 
Dueling 
 A formal Fencing Duel is a gentlemanly affair with both sides agreeing on the 
time, place, weaponry, and rules of the fight.  Such a ‘Duel of Honor’ always took place 
on a carefully chosen ‘piste’ or field.  The area would be clear of obstructions to ensure 
that the matter is settled in the uninterrupted course of pure swordplay.  Some bitter fights 
would continue to the death of one party; while other quarrels amongst more casual 
enemies might end at ‘first blood.’  These might, in some cases, result in the mutual 

friendship and respect of each other.  Then again, 
some people will never be friends. 
 Another type of dueling, less honorable, but 
quite appropriate at times is the ‘Duel of 
Circumstance.’  This type of fight takes place on the 
spot – no introductions necessary – just a few insults 
to spice things up, and you’re off.  In this type of 
confrontation, being more dangerous and freelance, 
the heroes are allowed to kick, punch, pull the 
carpet… anything before the Civil Guard appears on 
the scene.  However, the emphasis is still on bashing 
or otherwise humiliating one’s opponent rather than 
cutting his heart out.  This book concentrates on 
basic fencing combat, while Book 2 has the complete 
melee rules. 
 The third and nastiest fight of all is the 

ambush, an unannounced affair in which the instigator usually gets the first strike.  
Initiating an ambush is usually a dishonorable thing to do, therefore the victim will 
normally give no quarter (if he gets the chance).  Failing that, it is not dishonorable for 
the victim to escape in any way possible.  In this game, these three types of fights are 
designated as ‘challenge’ (Duel of Honor), ‘draw weapons’ (Duel of Circumstance), sand 
‘attack’ (ambush). 
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Characters 
 In order to play, a character must be created – start with a good name – something 
that might bring you luck.  There are eight important characteristics necessary to each 
character.  They are:  Character, Strength, Constitution, Agility, Perception, Endurance, 
Weapon Expertise, and Social Profile.   
 Like the fabled D’Artagnon, each character, starting at the age of eighteen, with 
what God, family, and life have given him, ventures to Paris to see what he can gain as a 
career and station in life.  Of course, the apex of every young man’s desire is to become a 
King’s Musketeer, but this cannot happen without distinguishing one’s self in some way.   

 
 Using the Young Gentleman Character Generation Chart, the players roll dice to 
receive characteristics, skills, and weapons.  Notate each distinction on the Character 
Profile Sheets.  Feel free to make photocopies of sheets as needed.  Once the player’s 
characters are ready, they must choose or dice for positions #1, 2, 3, etc.  Player #1 rolls 
for random events on the Events Charts.  As a non-player belligerent arrives on the scene, 
a player higher up the line quickly rolls up his stats using the Secondary Character 
Generation Chart.  Start with the obvious ones, rank, occupation, and character; then, if a 
fight is imminent, roll up the other details and log them on the Secondary Character 
Profile Sheet.  Save the character for later (if he 
survives); it may seem appropriate to run into him 
again (use your sense of irony).  If a conflict arises, 
the players will fight it out, concluding the present 
game turn. 
 If no conflict is reached, the #1 character’s 
turn is over, and the 2nd character becomes the first 
(& etc.), and the players go through another round 
of events.   When all players have completed one 
round, they may elect to do one of the seven Game 
Options: “Carousing at the Inn,”  “Visiting La Salle 
d’Armes,” “Gaming at the Tavern,” or “Going 
Shopping,” “Getting a Job,” “Taking Classes,” and 
“Favors of a Lady.” 
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 The characters are a composite of their 
personalities (most of which the player provides), and 
their individual skills and characteristics.  ‘Character’ is 
the quality of personality which affects people one 
meets.  ‘Strength’ is the ability to sustain actions which 
require physical stamina.  ‘Constitution’ is the state of 
one’s general health.  ‘Agility’ is the speed with which 
one can act or react in a situation.  ‘Perception’ is one’s 
ability to see others around them both in a physical as 
well as a mental sense.  ‘Endurance’ is the capacity to 
take physical punishment.  ‘Expertise’ is one’s skill in 
wielding a weapon.  ‘Social Status’ is the social level at 
which one is born, or inherits, or climbs to through his 
accomplishments.  Hand Preference also affects 

performance.  Except for a dagger, using the wrong hand causes a penalty to the die rolls. 
 The game is affected by the player’s skills and weapon attributes in the form of 
Die Modifications (DMs), -1, 0, +1, +2, etc.  The applicable use of these die 
modifications is called out on the die roll charts.  Players in this game use one of two six-
sided dice (1D6, or 2D6). 
 All skills except ‘Character’ are rolled randomly on the Youth Generation Chart.  
Character Skill starts out a 0 since this skill must be earned, and is built up or knocked 
down by winning or losing Honor Points in fighting, carousing, or making extravagant 
purchases (all the Gentlemanly pursuits).  The Expertise Skill is enhanced by earning 
Skill Points in fights or by training sessions at the Salle d’Armes (Fencing School).  It 
takes 18 Honor or Skill Points to advance a skill by one DM (+1).  All events are timed 
so as to keep account of the days and hours that go by.  Characters must eat three meals a 
day and sleep eight hours a night or they will become fatigued or ill. 
 The only way to advance on the Social Profile chart is to be recommended to 
others by a person of higher stature.  
Whenever characters receive this response 
from a patron, they advance one number 
(level) on the social scale.  Characters may not 
advance to a higher class (category) unless the 
patron is at least one class higher than the one 
a character is advancing into.  Only the King, 
Queen, or Cardinal can promote a character to 
nobility. 
 The characters will also roll for their 
physical stature – whether they are tall or 
short, heavy or lightweight, and have property.  
The Event Charts are meant to create a story 
line for players to follow, but they are still 
only suggestions.  Players should feel free to bend events into more interesting 
encounters in any way they desire; they may even elect to have a referee to speed the play 
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along and resolve rule and story line questions.  At any rate, no two experiences are alike 
in this game and one never knows what to expect, and, therefore, “Bon Chance!” 

 
The Weapons 
 There are many types and configurations 
of blade weapons used throughout the half-
century or so which we are adventuring in, but 
basically, for the purposes of the game we use the 
classifications described here.  The Foil represents 
the court sword carried by upper class gentlemen, 
the Rapier is the civilian sword developed in 
Spain and perfected in Italy, the Epee is the 
traditional dueling weapon, and the Sabre is the 
cavalry sword developed by the Hungarians.  The 
Man Gauche (Dagger, poignard) was used alone 
or as a left hand weapon with a rapier.  The sword 
or broadsword was still the military weapon of the 
day and was sometimes carried by less 
fashionable swordsmen.  It was generally 
considered too heavy and unwieldy for civilian 
sword play, but did quite well against the slow 
moving armored soldiers on the battlefield. 
 The parts of the sword are as shown here.  
The blade is divided into three parts, the forte 

(strong) section, the foible (weak section) and the point.  The handle is comprised of the 
guard or hilt, of which there are many styles, the grip or handle, and the pommel.  The 
swords shown here are the traditional fencing sport swords. 
 
A Description of Fencing 
 To a trained fencer, swordplay is a vigorous exchange of give and take – much 
like a heated discussion or scholarly debate.  As in conversation, an advance or statement 
is made, and a reply or rebuttal is returned.  If the defense is weak or slow, an attack is 
pressed home.  However, if the attack is stopped or turned aside (parried), the formerly 
defensive participant may take the initiative himself to counter-attack (riposte), forcing 
the two opponents to switch roles between attacker and defender.  Also, as in debate, the 
defense can be easier if one has room to strategically retreat or maneuver. 
 
En Garde 
 The opponents begin their match at a distance which does not allow attack by 
merely extending the arm.  This is called the fencing measure.  In the Sixteenth Century, 
rapier fencing was still fought with the body square and open to the opponent.  The 
traditional stance for sword or rapier fighting can be seen in the picture of the two 
duelists on page four.  A parrying dagger (man gauche – ‘left hand’ in French) was held 
in the free hand as defense or second attack (instead of a riposte).  In this style the lunge 
was conservative and non-committal and the defender was more or less flat-footed when 
meeting an attack; making all points of the front of the body available as a target.  In 
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addition, the attacker had to stand close to his opponent, making him more vulnerable as 
well. 
 Therefore a more flexible style of stance and development of attack were 
necessarily invented.  The participants stood further apart with the body turned to one 
side, shielding the non-weapon side of the participant.  This stance also allowed more 
rapid forward and retreat movement which less chance of stumbling, thus enhancing both 
defense and attacks.  The sword is held in various positions, appropriate to the type of 
weapon used.  The foil position has the sword held as an extension of the forearm, with 
the blade pointing at the opponent’s eyes.  The epee position is similar to the foil but less 
crouched and the arm is usually extended with the sword point held low.  The En Garde 
position for sabre is also less crouched than the one for foil.  The body is still turned, but 
the free hand rests securely on the hip to keep it out of harm’s way.  The sword is 
directed across the body, ready to slash or parry, rather than pointed straight ahead.  
Similarly to the epee, sabreurs attack more often by means of the Fleche rather than the 
lunge.  The foil position is shown here. 

 

    
Epee (left) and Sabre (right). 
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The Opening 

 The classic fencing attack consists of two steps, the opening, and the 

development, which together are called the ‘fencing phrase’ and in this game are equal to 

one combat round.  The opening step is a series of potential moves which are designed to 

throw one’s opponent off-guard in order to mount an attack with a minimum of danger to 

one’s self.  A well-trained fencer will not attack until an opening can be found (although 

if he’s really good, you may not be able to see that he took time to find it).  Throughout 

the ages all kinds of opening moves have been designed.  The following list, in order of 

difficulty, has been singled out for use in this game: 

 Batte – an attempt to slap the opponent’s 

blade aside. 

 Regard – a swing or undercut 

(disengagement, shown left) under the opponent’s 

sword, forcing him to shift his angle of defense.  A 

reprise is the return to the En Garde position. 

 Un, Deux – two undercuts.  One forth and 

one back to the original position.  The defender must 

adjust twice. 

 Un, Deux, Trois – three undercuts in 

succession, very confusing (a good move if you can 

 The Regard   get a way with it). 

 Coup – a cutover which brings the attacker’s sword up to the vertical (like a 

salute) until it clears the defender’s point, and then down the other side of his sword – a 

surprising move which easily disorients the defender (and sometimes the attacker also). 

 Coup De Fois – a double cutover, two coups in a row with the attacker back 

where he started (and the defender all over the place0. 

 Press – more difficult that it seems.  The attacker curls the forte of his blade over 

the opponent’s foible, pressing the defender’s point towards the ground then quickly 

bringing up his own point for the attack. 
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The Coup (cut-over); left: clearing the opponent’s blade; right: done. 

 

Counter Action 

 While the attacker is doing his best to make an indefensible opening move, the 

defender is trying to counter the opening by deflecting or avoiding the attacker’s blade.  

With an aptly timed double, or disengagement, a defender can stall the impetus of an 

attacker, and thereby become the attacker himself. 

 

 
Counteraction - Left: the attacker undercuts to the other side; right: the defender does the same. 
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The Development 

 Coming on the heels of a successful opening is the actual development of the 

attack.  The most common form (vehicle) of attack with pointed swords such as the foil 

or epee is the ‘lunge’ (thrust with the arm) and the ‘fente,’ which together are called the 

development.  The attacker extends his arm fully with the point straight out while 

stepping as far ahead as possible.  The attacker steps forward, bending the knee of the 

front leg, while the foot of the hind leg remains in place, and the leg is straightened to 

allow the forward movement of the body.  This gives the fencer the best reach without 

offering the body as a target and still allows a rapid recovery to the ‘en guard’ position. 

 

La Fleche (the arrow) 

 Another form of attack more commonly favored in fencing with the epee and 

sabre is the ‘arrow’ or ‘fleche’, best used for its element of surprise.  This move involves 

throwing the upper body forward in a tremendous leap, while extending the sword 

straight in to the target.  This attack can be performed from a distance with, or without, 

previous opening moves, depending on the fencer’s skill and dexterity.  Unfortunately, 

the fleche leaves the attacker totally committed, and if the target is missed, the only 

recourse is for the attacker to run straight past the defender and set up en guard on the 

other side. 

 A less committal leap forward is called the ‘bond avant’ (jump forward).  This 

movement places the attacker in a position to directly reach a startled defender.  Of 

course the opposite move, called a ‘bond derriere’ (jump back), is equally serviceable for 

removing one’s self from out of reach. 

 Two other forms commonly applied in fencing styles are the simple attack 

‘reprise’ (thrust) and the ‘riposte’ (counter attack after parrying).  The reprise is the 

simplest form of all – merely extending the arm while executing a step forward. 

 In sabre fencing the slashing cuts are named for the parts of the body they target, 

such as the ‘coup de tete’ (cut to the head), ‘coup de flank’ (cut to the side), or ‘coup de 

main’ (cut to the hand), etc.  In these attacks the wrist will be turned to just the right 

angle, to bring the blade in for the hit. 
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 The ‘riposte,’ however, although probably the most difficult maneuver, requiring 

great dexterity and expertise, is perhaps also the most effective.  As many hits are scored 

by ripostes as by attacks.  One simple rule of fencing is that the most difficult attacks to 

execute are also the most difficult to defend (unless, of course, one ends up standing on 

one’s own blade). 

 The Defense 

 Simple Parry – Parry is defined as the action of bringing the forte of one’s blade 

against the foible of the attacker’s in order too divert an inevitable hit.  The simple parry, 

used against thrusting attacks requires that the blade actually be adjusted only a few 

inches to the upper right, upper left, lower right, or lower left; just enough to get the 

opponent’s point out of harm’s way.  The simple parry is the best defense to use when 

planning a thrusting counter attack (riposte) after parry.  There are seven simple parries in 

all designed to thwart most attacks. 

 Semi-circular Parry – to parry attacks which are delivered from too high or too 

low a line, the elevation of the defender’s blade must be by rotating the wrist to the right 

or the left, causing the blade to roll in a semi-circle.  It is a good defense but riposte is 

difficult if the point wanders too far, which it usually does. 

 Circular Parry – this is the safest form of defense, catching any opposing blade in 

its circular motion.  However, it is the least disposed to facilitating a riposte after parry. 

 Parry on the Lunge – often, it is impossible to back up from the lunge in time to 

avoid an opponent’s riposte, therefore, a parry must be executed from the fente position.  

This is difficult to do since there is very little time to see the opponent’s blade coming, 

and the position must be held for an extended period of time; however, it is an excellent 

position from which to counter-riposte if the parry is successful. 

 Sabre Parries – the parries described above are defensive against thrusts with 

pointed weapons… foils, epees, etc.  Broadsword, rapier, and sabre parries were 

developed to ward off slashing cuts while still maintaining a degree of offensive 

capability.   

 Stop Hits – the defender also has the option to make an ‘offensive defense,’ that 

is, by striking at the attacker’s sword arm before a hit can be made against you.  A ‘Stop 

Hit’ is a point attack, while ‘Stop Cuts’ are slashing attacks. 
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 All in all, fencing as a sport is very exhilarating and energetic exercise which 

develops the individual’s muscle tone, coordination, speed, agility, and stamina, not to 

mention a healthy respect for sharp objects wielded with great skill and precision. 

 
D’Artagnon in the Mouse Trap 
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The Bout 

 The fencing bout consists of the salute (first time only), 

and a series of phrases which continue until one opponent is 

defeated.  The fencing phrase is composed of en garde, 

blade/counter blade action, and attack/parry/riposte action.  

Each participant will fight only one opponent at a time; when 

that opponent is done with another can be taken on.  In this 

game a bout is better done with miniatures which help track the 

sequences.  In a duel of honor set up miniatures two squares 

apart on the Fencing Piste on page 35.  For multiple combatants 

use the street (or room) on page 36.  Diagonal moves are allowed. 

Initiative 

 The game turn begins with each participant rolling two dice and adding Agility.  

That is their initiative.  Players begin taking actions in order of the highest initiative first.  

Characters that must respond to an opening move or straight attack use up their turn in 

the response, unless they overtake the attacker’s initiative as explained above.  Finish 

each character’s turn before moving on to the next Game Turn (round).  Movement is 

measured in increments of squares, hexes, or inches.   

Engagement 

Whenever an attacker is within two units from the defender, the defender is 

considered to be engaged, and has no freedom of action, unless attaining initiative.  The 

only way to leave this zone is to retreat, double retreat, bond derriere, or run (disengage).  

A character cannot walk out of the zone.  Characters not within this fencing zone can 

move when it is their turn.  During the fight, character may decide to fight anyone that 

moves into the zone or ignore them and concentrate on their original assailant.   

The Opening 

  A phrase begins with both sides drawing weapons and taking the en garde 

position (miniatures: take position with two hexes/inches between).  The both players roll 

for initiative, adding the Agility Skill as a modifier.  Ties roll again.  The player winning 

the die throw makes the first move by choosing a maneuver on the Blade Actions List, 

rolling two dice, and adding expertise. 
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 To be successful he must equal or better the required 

number listed after the action.  If he fails the throw, his turn is 

over and the initiative goes to the other player who will repeat 

this procedure.  If the second player fails, the combat round is 

over and another begins.  Both players must start over by 

rolling initiative again. 

 If a player’s blade action is successful (miniatures: 

attacker moves one hex/inch forward), hold the actual dice 

result on the table for reference later.  Now the opponent 

(defender) must try to counter the blade action by rolling a 

higher number.  There are four possibilities of outcome on this defensive die roll: 

1. Less than required roll – the defender fails to counter the advance.  The 
attacker goes on the attack sequence. 

2. Required die roll or more (but less than the attacker’s actual roll) – the 
defender has turned the attacking blades aside while retreating (romper) out of 
range (miniatures: the defender moves back one hex).  The attacker still keeps 
enough initiative to attempt another blade action. 

3. Same actual roll – both players now have the same amount of aggression and 
attack each other without defense (miniatures: move into adjacent hexes).  
Both roll on the attack sequence without chance of parry. 

4. Higher than attacker’s roll – the defender has turned the attacker’s blade and 
now has the initiative to make his own attack, or to retreat (Miniatures: if 
retreating, defender moves back one hex). 

 
The Attack 

The player that has successfully performed or countered in the blade action 

sequence may now choose his form of attack and try to make the required die roll.  This 

roll is modified by the bonus points listed in parentheses after each blade action.  If the 

roll is less than required the blade has missed the target (miniatures: attacker moves onto 

the line of the adjacent hex)The attacker is now off balance and the defender may take the 

initiative to riposte (possibly with a dagger) – but he cannot make an ordinary attack from 

this position. 

This is a dangerous situation and it is usually best for the player with initiative to 

jump back.  If he successfully retreats, both players square off in the en garde position 
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again (miniatures: two hexes/inches between).  The phrase is 

over and one combat turn is completed.  The play will continue 

to the next phrase or activity. 

However, if the attacker has accomplished the required 

die roll, his attack is considered to be on target (miniatures: 

attacker moves onto the line of the adjacent hex); but returns to 

the original hex after the attack, including subsequent ripostes, is 

completed).  The defender gets one chance to parry with a higher 

die roll.  There are four possible outcomes to this defensive roll: 

1. Less than required roll – the defender fails to parry 
and is hit (touché) by the attacker’s sword 

(miniatures: defender moves back one hex after hit; attacker moves back into 
previous hex and both are again two hexes/inches apart).  The attacker rolls on 
the Injury Chart and then rolls on the Injury Location Chart.  Before rolling on 
either chart, the player declares whether he will add, subtract, or omit up to 
and including his total expertise DM.  If he fails to mention it, the roll is taken 
at face value only. 

2. Higher than the required roll – (but less than the attacker’s actual roll).  The 
attack is parried while retreating (Miniatures: the defender moves back on 
hex.  Both sides return to the en garde position and the combat round ends). 

3. Same actual rolls – the strike is parried without retreat and both fencers stand 
nose to nose (miniatures: in adjacent hexes or bases in touch), hilt to hilt, and 
toe to toe (the perfect time to mutter eloquent insults and predict the demise of 
one’s opponent) in the classic pose.  As any experienced fencer knows, this is 
not an easy situation to get out of.  Since the hilts are locked a riposte is not 
possible from this position.  Both players roll initiative, then the winner 
chooses whether to push, punch, kick, or retreat.  If he fails this attempt, the 
characters remain in place and other player gets a chance to try something. 

4. Higher than the actual roll – the defender has successfully parried the attack 
and now has the initiative to either counter-attack (riposte) or retreat fully 
(miniatures: if retreating, defender moves back until two hexes/inches are 
between them), breaking up the present phrase and ending the combat turn.  
But if the defender decides to riposte, move his miniature on the hex line to 
show that he is counter attacking. 

 
The fencing phrase should end, and always does end, with the miniature two 

hexes/inches apart again.  To begin a new phrase, players roll initiative again, etc.  This 

completes the description of basic fencing combat.   
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Special Moves 

These moves are not taught in la Salle d’Armes and are not 

part of formal fencing.  They are, however, exceedingly important 

in an all out free for all.  In these ambushes, a character may not be 

already in the en garde position.  In that case no opening moves 

are required and the attacker, if in range, can go straight the attack.  

The defender cannot parry and must dodge or retreat from the 

attack.  These maneuvers require that the character has the 

initiative.  These maneuvers are listed for easy reference on the 

Combat Charts page. 

 Walk – move 6 hexes/inches (no skill roll needed). 

 Run – move 12 hexes/inches (no skill roll needed). 

 Retreat – move back 1 hex/inch (gives a +1 DM to parry).  The defender rolls 

2D6 +Agility and if the result is equal to or higher than the attacker’s required number he 

has stepped back.   

 Double Retreat – move back two hexes (gives a +2 to parry).  The defender rolls 

2D6 +Agility and if the result is equal to or higher than the attacker’s required number he 

has stepped aside.   

Dodge – the defender uses this move whenever he is not ready for the attack (not 

in the en garde position).  The defender rolls 2D6 +Agility and if the result is equal to or 

higher than the attacker’s required number he has avoided the attack.  The miniature 

remains in the same position.. 

 Push/Punch – whenever stuck in a crossed swords position a good push or punch 

can get you out of it.  Roll 7+ on 2D6 and add Strength; damage is -1. 

 Pick up Sword – this move comes in real handy when you drop your sword; 

caused by rolling snake-eyes on the attack.  Roll 8+ on 2D6 and add Agility. 

 Stand up – this move gets you back on your feet.  Falls are caused by rolling 

snake-eyes on the opening move.  Prone defenders have a -3 penalty applied to parry.  

Roll 8+ on 2D6 and add Agility. 

 Throw Dagger – throwing your dagger can do some damage; but it can also 

disarm you.  Roll 9+ on 2D6 + Agility; damage is +1. 
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 Throw Mug/Plate – this can at least stall an attack so you can get to the En Garde 

position and at least defend yourself.  Roll 7+ on 2D6 + Agility; damage is -1 

 Throw Chair – this is another attempt to stall an attacker.  Roll 8+ on 

2D6+Strength; damage is +2. 

 Kick – Another option to consider when locked in crossed swords.  Roll 7+ on 

2D6 + Strength; damage is +0. 

 Trip – this can only be done when an opponent is moving within 1” past you.  

Roll 7+ on 2D6 +Agility.  If successful the opponent falls to the floor. 

 Jumping – characters that jump less than 1/2 story have to penalty but use two 

movement points doing it.  Characters that jump from 1/2 story up to one story must 

make a Jump roll of 7+ (2D6 + Strength) to determine if they do it safely.  Those that fail 

must take a 1D6 damage roll on the Damage Chart.  Those who are pushed or fall up to 

1/2 story take 1D6 on the Damage chart and those who fall 1/2 to one story must make a 

2D6 damage roll.  Above that, damage is 2 dice per story. 

 

 
The French and the English. 
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Young Gentleman Generation Chart 
 
Step One.  Choose a name and record it one the Young Gentleman Profile Sheet.  Roll two dice for social 
level and record the number, class, & amount of money.  The character’s status determines how much 
money. 
 Die Roll  Status/Money     
 2-5 =   Gentleman, son of a Farmer, 5 Pistoles. 
 6-7 =   Gentleman, son of a Merchant, 10 Pistoles. 
 8-9 =   Gentleman, son of a Professional, 15 Pistoles. 

10 =   Noble, son of a Knight (Chavalier), 20 Pistoles. 
11 =   Nobles, son of a Baron (Marquis), 25 Pistoles. 
12 =   Noble, son of a Count (Compte), 30 Pistoles. 

 
Step Two.  Roll 2 dice each for Strength, Constitution, Agility, Perception, and Endurance (Character starts 
at 0) and record the results. Roll separately for height and weight. 
 Die Roll Skill  DM Height  Weight 
 2-3 =   -2 V. Short  V. Light 
 4-5 =   -1 Short  Light 
 6-8 =   0 Medium  Medium 
 9-10 =   +1 Tall  Heavy 
 11-12 =   +2 V. Tall  V. Heavy 
 
Step Three.  Roll 2 dice for type of weapon owned; DMs: Farmer add -2, Tradesman -1, Merchant 0, 
Professional +1 and Noble +2.   
 Die Roll Weapon(s)  Dam Parry Items 
 1-4 =   Dagger  0 -1 Father’s ring 

5-6 =   Rapier  +2 0 Lace collar 
 7 =   Rapier & Dagger +2 +2 Nag 
 8-9 =   Epee  +1 0 Horse 
 10-12 =   Sabre  +1 0 Hat, plume, lace collar, horse 
 13+ =   Foil  0 +1 Hat, plume, jeweled hilt, horse 
 
Step Four.  Roll 1 die separately for weapon expertise and hand preference: 
 Die Roll  Skill  Die Roll  Hand 
 1-2 =   0  1 =   Left-handed 
 3-5 =   +1  2-5 =   Right-handed 
 6 =   +2  6 =   Ambidextrous 
 
Step Five.  Roll one die for number of background skills attained.  Then roll individually for each skill on 
any chart below (Practical Skills, Cavalier, or Puritan Charts).  Then roll on step four for the level of skill.  
Those who attempt to use skills they do not have receive a -2 penalty. 
 Practical Skills: 
 Die Roll Skill    DMs     

1- =   Jack of all trades   +1 Endurance, +1 Perception 
2 =   Streetwise  +1 Agility, +1 Constitution 
3 =   Smithy   +1 Strength, +1 Endurance 
4 =   Farmer   +1 Strength, +1 Constitution 
5 =   Cook   +1 Constitution, +1 Endurance 
6 =   Carpenter  +1 Strength, +1 Endurance 
7 =   Horseman  +1 Endurance; owns horse 
8 =   Driver   +1 Constitution, +1 Agility 
9 =   Reading & Writing +1 Endurance, +1 Perception 
10 =   Mathematics  +1 Dexterity, +1 Perception 
11 =   Conversation  +1 Character, +1 Constitution 
12 =   Fencing   +1 Expertise, +1 Agility 
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Decide whether your character is a Cavalier or Huguenot (Puritan): 
 Cavalier Skills    Puritan Skills 

Die Roll/Skill    Die Roll/Skill 
 1- = Carousing    1 = Praying   
 2 = Gambling    2 = Bible Quoting  

3 = Drinking    3 = Studying   
4 = Storytelling    4 = Classical Piano  
5 = Music*    5 = Preaching   
6 = Singing    6 = Judging Others  
7 = Conversation    *Instrument 
8 = Comedy    1 = Bagpipes 
9 = Acting    2 = Lute 
10 = Dancing    3 = Pipe and Tabor 
11 = Magic Tricks   4 = Fife 
12 = Coquetry    5 = Shawm (oboe/clarinet) 
13+ = Style    6 = Fiddle 

Then roll for level of skill on the expertise chart in Step Five. 
 

Secondary Character Profiles 
 
Step One.  Roll 2 dice for rank, occupation, and weapon skill: 
 Die Roll/Status  Expertise Weapon  Damage  Parry DM 
 2 = Nobleman  +3  Foil  -1  +1 
 3 = Captain  +3  Sabre  +1  -1 
 4 = Professional  +2  Epee  0  0 
 5 = Sergeant  +1  Rapier/dagger 0/0  +2 
 6 = Private  +1  Rapier  0  0 
 7 = Youth (no unit) +0  Rapier  0  0 
 8 = Corporal  +1  Rapier  0  0 
 9 = Tradesman  +1  Rapier/dagger 0/0  +2 
 10 = Merchant  +1  Epee  0  0 
 11 = Lieutenant  +3  Sabre  +1  -1 
 12 = Nobleman  +3  Foil  -1  +1 
 
Step Two.  Roll 2 dice for soldier’s unit or 1 die for Nobleman’s rank. 
 Die Roll Unit    Die Roll Rank   
 2-3 =   Civil Guard  1-3 =  Knight/Chevalier 
 4-5 =   Cardinal’s Guard  4-5 =  Baron/Marquis 
 6 =   Noble House  6 =  Count/Comte 
 7 =   Line Regiment   
 8 =   King’s Guard   
 9-10 =   King’s Musketeers  
 11=12 =  Outlaw/Brigand  (Character -1, Leader -2) 
 
Step Three.  Roll 2 dice for Character, Strength, Constitution, Agility, and Perception; roll 1 die for hand 
preference: 
 Die Roll  DM  Hand   
 2-3 =   -2  1 = Left-handed 
 4-5 =   -1  2-5 = Right-handed 
 6-7 =   0  6 = Ambidextrous 
 8-9 =   +1   
 10-11 =   +2   
 12 =   +3   
 
Step Four.  Roll 2 dice for Endurance; record number. 
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Young Gentleman Profile 
 
Name:_____________________________________ Social Profile_________________ 
 
Character:_____ Constitution:_____ Strength:_____  Agility:_____ 
Perception:_____ Age:_____ Height:_____ Weight:_____ Endurance:_____ 
 
 1st Weapon:______________________ Expertise:______ Hand:______ 
  Damage DM:______ Parry DM:______ Riposte DM:______ 
 2nd Weapon:______________________ Expertise:______ Hand:______ 
  Damage DM:______ Parry DM:______ Riposte DM:______ 
 
Armor: Head:_________________ DM:______ Body:_________________DM:_______ 
 Limbs:________________ DM:______ Total Agility DM:__________ 
Injury: Head:_____ Body:_____ R Arm:_____ L Arm:_____ L Leg_____ R Leg:_____ 
 Injury DM:_____ Sickness:_______________________ Sickness DM:_____ 
 
Property:__________________________________________________ Money:______________ 
 
Extra Skills:____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Honor Points:______________________ Skill Points:_______________________ 
 
Drinking DMs:________________________ Temp. Character DMs:_______________________ 
 

Young Gentleman Profile 
 
Name:_____________________________________ Social Profile_________________ 
 
Character:_____ Constitution:_____ Strength:_____  Agility:_____ 
Perception:_____ Age:_____ Height:_____ Weight:_____ Endurance:_____ 
 
 1st Weapon:______________________ Expertise:______ Hand:______ 
  Damage DM:______ Parry DM:______ Riposte DM:______ 
 2nd Weapon:______________________ Expertise:______ Hand:______ 
  Damage DM:______ Parry DM:______ Riposte DM:______ 
 
Armor: Head:_________________ DM:______ Body:_________________DM:_______ 
 Limbs:________________ DM:______ Total Agility DM:__________ 
Injury: Head:_____ Body:_____ R Arm:_____ L Arm:_____ L Leg_____ R Leg:_____ 
 Injury DM:_____ Sickness:_______________________ Sickness DM:_____ 
 
Property:__________________________________________________ Money:______________ 
 
Extra Skills:____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Honor Points:______________________ Skill Points:_______________________ 
 
Drinking DMs:________________________ Temp. Character DMs:_______________________ 
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Secondary Character Profiles 
Name:   Social   Name:   Social: 
Occu:   Rank:   Occu:   Rank 
Character:  Constitution:  Character:  Constitution: 
Strength:  Agility:   Strength:  Agility: 
Weapon:  Expertise  Weapon  Expertise: 
Endurance:  Perception:  Endurance:  Perception: 
 
Name:   Social   Name:   Social: 
Occu:   Rank:   Occu:   Rank 
Character:  Constitution:  Character:  Constitution: 
Strength:  Agility:   Strength:  Agility: 
Weapon:  Expertise  Weapon  Expertise: 
Endurance:  Perception:  Endurance:  Perception: 
 
Name:   Social   Name:   Social: 
Occu:   Rank:   Occu:   Rank 
Character:  Constitution:  Character:  Constitution: 
Strength:  Agility:   Strength:  Agility: 
Weapon:  Expertise  Weapon  Expertise: 
Endurance:  Perception:  Endurance:  Perception: 
 
Name:   Social   Name:   Social: 
Occu:   Rank:   Occu:   Rank 
Character:  Constitution:  Character:  Constitution: 
Strength:  Agility:   Strength:  Agility: 
Weapon:  Expertise  Weapon  Expertise: 
Endurance:  Perception:  Endurance:  Perception: 
 
Name:   Social   Name:   Social: 
Occu:   Rank:   Occu:   Rank 
Character:  Constitution:  Character:  Constitution: 
Strength:  Agility:   Strength:  Agility: 
Weapon:  Expertise  Weapon  Expertise: 
Endurance:  Perception:  Endurance:  Perception: 
 
Name:   Social   Name:   Social: 
Occu:   Rank:   Occu:   Rank 
Character:  Constitution:  Character:  Constitution: 
Strength:  Agility:   Strength:  Agility: 
Weapon:  Expertise  Weapon  Expertise: 
Endurance:  Perception:  Endurance:  Perception: 
 
Name:   Social   Name:   Social: 
Occu:   Rank:   Occu:   Rank 
Character:  Constitution:  Character:  Constitution: 
Strength:  Agility:   Strength:  Agility: 
Weapon:  Expertise  Weapon  Expertise: 
Endurance:  Perception:  Endurance:  Perception: 
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Skills Definitions 
  

Jack-of-all-trades – players with this skill can jury-rig 
equipment enough to get it working again, and can assist 
anyone at any trade. 
 Streetwise – a character knows about street life and can 
avoid bad situations while looking for desirable ones.  He can 
roll to see if he gets a cutpurse’s purse instead.  Thieves carry 
1D6 Sous on them (& sometimes your money). 
 Smithy, Farmer, Cook, Carpenter, Driver – are all 
skills by which a down on his luck character can get a job.  
The process of employment is described in the options section 
at the back of the book. 
 Horseman – with this skill a character can ride a horse, 
including saddling up, and care and feeding of the animal. 
 Reading and Writing, and Mathematics – are skills by 

which a character may gain employment as a teacher or tutor to a Noble family. 
 Carousing – is a general skill in which a character can ‘cut up’ before an 
audience.  This Dm helps a player to get favorable results when carousing for honor 
points.  This skill can be used for any activity, but only in a carousing situation at a pub, 
inn, or tavern. 
 Conversation – this skill can be used instead of the Character skill on the Events 
Chart.  Not good for carousing. 

Gambling – This skill allows players to cheat at gaming.  They may change their 
bets after the results are in.  However, on a 1D6 (+ Gambling skill) die roll of 6+, other 
players may catch them cheating; so the skill is also used to catch other cheaters. 

Drinking – the DMs from this skill are added to Endurance for drinking purposes 
only.  This skill helps a character to avoid passing out. 

Storytelling, Music, Singing, Comedy, Acting, Dancing, Magic Tricks, Coquetry, 
and Style – are all skills which help a player when he uses the DM’s for a favorable result 
in carousing episodes.  Dancing, Coquetry, and Style help when 
carousing with members of the opposite sex.  The other skills are 
for entertaining generals audiences.  Music is skill in use of an 
instrument. 

Praying, Bible Quoting, Testifying, Studying, Singing or 
Playing Classical Hymns, Preaching, and Judging Others – are 
Puritan skills which can be used when trying to gain honor points 
at Prayer Meetings.  This is the Puritan form of carousing and 
these skills do not work on Cavaliers or inn crowds; conversely, 
Cavalier skills do not work on Puritans. 

Studying – is also a skill which helps a player learn new 
skills when registered in a class or Salle D’Armes.  Add this skill 
DM to the perception skill for graduating; in fencing, the student 
may learn up to the teacher’s skill, maximum. 
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Combat Charts 
Combat Turn Phases 
1. En Garde – Roll for initiative (2D6+Agility) 
2. Opening Action/Counter-Action - (2D6+Expertise) 
3. Development/Attack – (2D6+bonus+Expertise) 
4. Parry/Riposte – (2D6+Expertise) 
5. Hit:  5a. Damage – (add, subtract, ignore skill) 
 5b. Hit Location – (no DM) 
 
Fencing Phrase 
A. Opening Blade Action and Counter Blade Action 
Req# DM Foil   Epee  Sabre  Rapier  Sword 
4+ (+0) Batte   Regard  Regard  Wave Hat ----- 
5+ (+1) Regard   Batte  Batte  Wave Cloak ----- 
6+ (+2) Un, Deux  Regard  Regard  Batte  Batte 
7+ (+3) Coup   Un, Deux Coup  Coup  Press 
8+ (+4) Press   Coup  Press  Press  ----- 
9+ (+5) Un, Deux, Trois  Press  Bond avant -----  ----- 
10+ (+6) Coup de Fois  Bond avant Bond derriere -----  ----- 
(If successful move forward one hex/square/inch) 
 
B. Development and Attack 
Req# Move Foil  Epee  Sabre  Rapier  Sword 
6 + --- Swipe  Reprise  C. de tete C. De Tete C. De tete 
7 + 1hx Reprise  Fente  C. De flank C. De flank C. De flank 
9+ .5hx Fente  Fleche  Thrust  Riposte* Thrust 
10+ 4hx Fleche  Riposte  Riposte  -----  ----- 
9+ 1hx Riposte  -----  -----  -----  ----- 
Add +2 to difficulty number to target a specific location (head, arm, etc). 
*Riposte with a dagger after parry with sword only = 7+. Move 1/2 hex/inch forward. 
 
Defense A & B 
Defense Roll A. Opening Defense  B. Attack Defense Movement (Agility) 
< Required Fail – hit! retreat 1hx/inch Fail – defender is hit Walk 3+; move 6” 
> Required Parry & retreat 1hx/inch  Parry & retreat 2hx Run 5+; move 12” 
= Attacker Both attack same time  Crossed swords (init.) Retreat 4+; +1 parry 
> Attacker Attack or retreat 2hexes/inches Riposte or retreat Dbl Retreat 5+; +2parry 
Parry DMs: Parry w dagger +2 (no riposte) Parry simple +0  
  Parry circle +2 (-2 riposte) Dodge => required   
  Parry semicircle (-1 riposte) Stop hit => attacker  
   
Special Moves – these moves require having current initiative. 
Push/punch 7+ (2D6+Strength); damage -1 Pick up Sword 8+ (2D6+Agility) 
Stand up 8+ (2D6+Agility)   Throw Dagger 9+ (2D6+Expertise); damage +1 
Throw mug/plate 7+ (2D6+Agility); dam -1 Throw Chair 8+ (2D6+Strength); damage +2 
Kick 7+ (2D6+Sterngth); damage 0  Trip 7+ (2D6+Agility) 
Automatic hit if defender falls: roll attack w/o any skill DMs. 
 
Penalties – parry after falling -3.  Snake-eyes on opening = trip and fall (no DMs). 
Snake-eyes on attack = drop sword (no DMs).  Fighting with the wrong hand -2. 
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Injury Charts 
 
Hit Damage – roll 2 dice (add, subtract, or omit Expertise); add weapon damage DMs to 
the die roll. 

Die Roll Result   Negative End. DMs Weapon DMs 
2-3 =   Clothing** (materiel)  -----  --- Dagger/Foil 0 
4-7 =   Cut*    -1 Endurance 0 Epee +1 
8-9 =   Wound*   -3 Endurance -1 Sabre +2 
10-12 =  Hit*    -6 Endurance -2 Rapier +2 
13+ =   Critical Hit*   -9 Endurance -3 Sword +2 

 
For every three points of Endurance lost, the character must modify each die roll 

by -1.  If Endurance is reduced to 3 points or less, the character cannot physically 
continue the fight.  No Endurance left means the character has passed out.  Six damage 
points to a limb means the loss of the use of that limb.  Six damage points (in one throw) 
to the head, or nine points to the torso, or total points double the character’s Endurance 
means death has occurred. 
 
* Hit Location (1D6)   Clothing Hit Location (1D6) 
Die Roll/Location   Die Roll/Clothing 
1 =  Head    1 =  Boot  
2 =  Torso    2 =   Pant leg 
3 =  Left Arm   3 =  Shirt 
4 =  Right Arm   4 =  Doublet 
5 =  Left Leg   5 =  Glove 
6 =  Right Leg   6 =  Hat 
 
Specific Locations (1D6) 
Die Head  Torso  Leg  Arm 
1 =  Eye  Chest  Hip  Shoulder 
2 =  Nose  L. Side  Thigh  Bicep 
3 =  Ear  R. Side  Knee  Elbow 
4 =  Scalp  Stomach Shank  Forearm 
5 =  Cheek  Abdomen Ankle  Wrist 
6 =  Neck  Ouch!  Foot  hand 
 
Wound Recovery 
 To determine the number of days needed for recovery multiply the number of 
damage points by two.  Services of a Chemist give a +1 DM on recovery rolls; and 
Herbalist +2.  Attendance by a physician (Leech) adds a -1.  Each day of successful 
healing returns one endurance point.  Each day of festering removes one point.  After the 
required number of days a patient with 0 or less Endurance will lose a limb or, if 
wounded in the head or torso will die.  Roll each day on the chart below (2D6). 
 

Die Result 
2-4 =  Festering 
5-8 =  Neutral 
9-12 = Healing 
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Fatigue 
 Characters receive a -1 DM for all die rolls (except damage) for each day they do 
not receive three meals of at least bread and drink.  They will lose the DM’s at a rate of 
two per day that they do receive full nourishment. 
 
Illness 
 Characters must purchase meals.  If a character goes three days without full 
nourishment each consecutive day, he may become sick.  Roll two dice adding 
Constitution DMs.  If the die roll is equal to seven or higher, the character remains 
healthy.  If not, he becomes sick.  Roll 1D6 on the chart below (subtract Constitution 
DM) to determine which type of sickness and then one more D6 adding the DM in 
parenthesis to determine how bad it is.  The result is the number of sick points the 
character receives.  All the DMs for wounds apply to sickness also.  Characters 
convalesce from illness the same way as from wounds. 
 

Die Result 
 1 =  Cold 
 2 =  Flue (+1 damage) 
 3 =  Pneumonia (+2 damage) 
 4 =  Measles (+3 damage) 
 5 =  Small Pox (+5 damage) 
 6 =  Plague (+9 damage) 
 
Skill Points 
 Record the number of skill points earned on your character sheet after each fight 
or visit to la Salle d’Armes.  Every block of eighteen points raises weapons expertise one 
DM point.  Conversely, negative blocks of eighteen reduce your skill level.  In order to 
calculate your skill points awarded for an encounter: 
 A. Subtract your expertise from your opponent’s expertise.  Record the result 
including negative numbers. 
 
 B. Subtract your opponent’s hit points on you from your hit points on your 
opponent.  Again, record the result including negative numbers. 
 

C. Procedure: 
 If A and B are both positive numbers multiply A x B.  The result is the number of 
skill points earned. 
 
 If A and B are both negative numbers divide A into B, dropping fractions.  The 
result is the number of skill points lost. 
 
 If A is a positive number and B is negative divide A into B dropping fractions.  
The result is the number of skill points earned. 
 
 If A is a negative number and B is positive multiply A x B dropping fractions; 
then subtract A from the result.  The final result is the number of skill points earned. 
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Honor Points 
  
After each fight, consult the chart below to determine how many 
honor points (if any) the character receives.  Go to each 
successive chart and add or subtract points as indicated.   
 

In addition to Honor Points resulting from fighting or 
Carousing, characters also gain or lose Honor Points through 
purchasing or losing their possessions (such as clothing damaged 
in a fight).  Check the Price List for Honor point values of 
possessions.  Characters that steal money from wounded or 
dead, except as a ‘compensation’ or fine for losses, lose one 
Honor Point per Cent stolen. 

 
 
Action Taken (aggressor receives negative points; defender positive) 
Against   Insult  Accusation Challenge Draw Weapon Attack 
You   1  2  3  4  5 
Friend   2  3  4  5  6 
Stranger  3  4  5  6  7 
Unarmed person 4  5  6  7  8 
Woman/youth  5  6  7  8  9 
 
Motivation (aggressor receives negative points; defender positive) 
Action Taken  Insult  Accusation Challenge Draw Weapon Attack 
Money or yourself 1  2  3  4  5 
Family   2  3  4  5  6 
Military unit  3  4  5  6  7 
Nation   4  5  6  7  8 
Religion  5  6  7  8  9 
 
Opponent’s Expertise Compared to Yours 
Difference  -3 -2 -1 Equal +1 +2 +3 
You Win  -5 -3 0 +3 +5 +7 +9 
You Lose  -9 -7 -5 -3 0 +3 +5 
 
Opponent’s Character Compared to Yours 
Difference  -3 -2 -1 Equal +1 +2 +3 
You Kill  0 -3 -5 -7 -9 -11 -15 
You surrender  -9 -7 -5 -3 0 0 0 
 
Number of Opponents Compared to You or Your Group 
Difference  -3 -2 -1 Equal +1 +2 +3 
You fight  -7 -5 -3 0 +3 +5 +7 
You yield/run  -15 -12 -9 -7 -3 -2 -1 
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Events Chart 
The first player (#1) rolls 1D6 (add Character skill or Streetwise skill) on the chart below, each 
time that multiple choices occur.  Each round takes up one hour of game time. 
 
  1. alley     1. no other people. 
  2. market    2. one other person. 
You are in a(n) 3. tavern  Which (has/is) 3. two other people. 
  4. town square    4. 1D6 other people. 
  5. inn     5. 2D6 other people. 
  6. street     6. full of people. 
  7+. (choose) 
 
  1st person      2nd person 
  1. you (#1)  1. draw(s) a weapon on (negative) you (#2), 
  2. you (#1)  2. is/are challenging (negative)  you (#2), 
In this place, 3. a woman  3. is/are insulting (negative)  a woman, 

4. a youth  4. is/are ignoring (negative  a youth, 
5. a man  5. is/are talking with (positive)  a man, 
6. a man  6. is/are joking with (positive  a man, 

 
  (if negative)    (if positive) 
  1. he/she is drunk.   1. he/she is drunk. 
  2. he/she feels insulted   2. he/she is bored. 
because  3. he/she thinks the other is a thief 3. he/she is just passing time. 
  4. of family differences   4. he/she wants to. 
  5. of national differences  5. he/she is curious. 
  6. of religious differences  6. he/she likes the other person. 
 
The 2nd person:   The 1st person:   The 3rd person. 
1. draws a weapon.  1. attacks.   1. interferes for #1. 
2. challenges them.  2. draws a weapons.  2. interferes for #2. 
3. does the same.  3. challenges.   3. yells at both. 
4. demands an apology.  4. ignores them.   4. laughs at both. 
5. ignores them.   5. jokes about it.  5. watches, very amused. 
6. laughs.   6. laughs.   6. tries to arbitrate. 
7+. asks for a pardon.  7+. apologizes.   7+. (player choose). 
 
The crowd decides to:   Afterwards a person from the crowd: 
1. call the guard*   1. laughs and jokes. 
2. call the guard*   2. throws a vegetable. 
3. call the guard*   3. tells you to keep practicing. 
4. react**    4. thanks you. 
5. react**    5. wants to join you. 
6. ignore the whole affair  6. wants to give you a job.*** 
 
*The Civil Guard will arrive in 2D6 game turns with 2D6 men. 
**Go to Further Encounters, page 29.  ***Go to Crowd, page 28. 
 Characters attempting to run away from the guard must make opposing Dexterity die 
rolls to get away.  Results equal to or higher than the guard’s get away.  Roll 2D6 once for the 
guard for each character trying to run for it (the Guard has no DMs).  If caught go to Civil Guard 
Encounters on page 39. 
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Further Encounters 
 
The person hiring is a:  The job is to:   At the: 
1. child    1. take a message to  1. stables. 
2. farmer   2. escort a (roll person) to 2. the fort. 
3. tradesman   3. capture and return  3. the inn. 
4. merchant   4. free from capture  4. the tavern. 
5. professional   5. pick up a message  5. the palace. 
6. noble (odd=M, even=F) 6. collect money from  6. the house of a noble. 
(The job takes 1D6 hours to accomplish) 
 
You leave at dark.  (no Character DMs this section): 
On the way:   You decide to:   They decide to: 
1. nothing happens  (free choice).   1. run away. 
2. nothing happens  (free choice).   2. let you go. 
3. 1D6 men stop you.  (free choice).   3. take item/person. 
4. 1D6 men stop you.  (free choice).   4. take you prisoners. 
5. same # men stop you  (free choice).   5. challenge you. 
6. 2D6 men stop you  (free choice).   6. attack you. 
 
If successful: 
When you return your reward is (1D6+Character) DMs: Noble +2 (+3 if Duke or higher), 
Professional +1, Merchant 0, Tradesman -1, Farmer -2.  If unsuccessful -4. 
1. To chase you off with 3D6 henchmen. 
2. To spare your life. 
3. To thank you. 
4. To pay you 2D6 Crowns each. 
5-7. Farmer/Clergy: to give you haven when needed. 
    Tradesman/Merchant: to give you an item from his profession. 
    Professional: to grant free services.  (Squire) a free pardon (to be used once in the future). 
    Noble: to hire you at 2 Pistoles/month plus room and board. 
8. To pay you 2D6 Crownsx10 each.  Recommends you to his friends (+1 Social Profile). 
9. To grant you enlistment in a military unit* (+1 Social Profile). 
10. To grant you offer ensign officer commissions in a unit (+1 Social Profile). 
 
Patrons (no DMS) 
Noble   Professional Tradesman Merchant Child  Farmer 
1. Knight Doctor  Carpenter Innkeeper of a noble Dairyman 
2. Marquis Lawyer  Blacksmith Tavernkeep of a squire Horse Raiser 
3. Baron Colonel* Servant  Clothier of a professional Cheesemaker 
4. Count Squire  Baker  Winemaker of a merchant Cattleman 
5. Duke  Clergy  Armorer Stabler  of a tradesman Feed Grower 
6. Special** Chemist Bootmaker Grocer  of a farmer Vegetables 
 
*The unit is (2D6+Character)   ** Special (1D6, no DMs) 
2-5. The Civil Guard    1. Cardinal Richelieu 
6. Nobleman’s House Guard   2. The King 
7. Infantry Line Regiment   3. The Queen 
8. The Cardinal’s guard    4. The Queen’s Maid 
9-10. The King’s Guard    5. The Queen’s Dressmaker 
11-12+. The King’s Musketeers!  6. The King’s Chancellor 
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Civil Guard Encounters 
 
The Guard (1D6+Character or Streetwise): 
1. arrests both parties. 
2. arrests the second party. 
3. arrests the first party. 
4. warns both parties and lets you go. 
5. warns the second party and lets them go. 
6. warns the first party and lets them go. 
7+. asks you which way they went! 
 
At the jail, the sergeant on duty (1D6+Character or Streetwise): 
1. detains the arrestees without bail. 
2. sets bail at 5D6 Crowns each; trial in 1D6 days. 
3. sets bail at 4D6 Crowns each; trial in 1D6 days. 
4. sets bail at 3D6 Crowns each; trial in 1D6 days. 
5. releases and fines each of you 2D6 Crowns 
6.+ lets you all go with a warning. 

 
At the trial, the judge finds you 
(1D6+Character +Squire DMs):  Squire’s Skill (1D6): 
1-. Guilty – jail 3D6 days.   1-2. +1 - 5 Crowns 
2. Guilty – Jail 2D6 days.   3-4. +2 - 10 Crowns 
3. Guilty – fine equals bail amount.  5-6. +3 - 15 Crowns 
4. Guilty – fine equals ½ bail amount. 
5. Not guilty. 
6. Not guilty. 
 

If the characters have fought the Guard before, they will receive the #1 sentence 
automatically whether they have a squire or not.  If a Guardsman was killed in the fight, the 
offender will be executed after a fair trial if found guilty. 
 
________________________________________________________ 
From page 27: “the crowd decides to react” (1D6+Character): 
1. On combat turn 1D6, the entire crowd throws all the combatants into 
the river or nearest pond.  The combat is over with no result. 
2. The crowd throws stones.  All characters make a 7+ (2D+Agility) 
die roll.  Those who fail roll 2D damage and location on the Hit 
Location Charts. 
3. A dog starts biting.  All characters make a 5+ (2D6+Agility) die roll.  
Those who fail are bitten with 1D6 damage; roll location on the 
Damage Charts. 
4. An old lady steps out of the crowd and starts whacking with her 
broom.  All characters make a 5+ (2D+Agility) die roll.  All those hit 
are stunned one round. 
5. The crowd takes bets on the other side (-1 initiative) 
6+. The crowd takes bets on you and cheers you on (+1 initiative). 
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Game Options 
 There are four options available to the group after all the 
players have made a round on the Events Chart.  Following these, 
there are three more options available to single players.  Decisions to 
perform a group option must be unanimous.  Finish this scene before 
returning to the Events Chart.  Roll 2D6 to determine who many 
rounds are available before going on to the next adventure.  Each 
round takes up 15 minutes of game time. 
 
Effects of Drinking 
 Visiting the Tavern or Inn requires players to buy drinks 
every round.  Characters receive a temporary -1 action DM for each 
drink consumed but also receive an Honor Point for each drink they 
pay for (for other people, not yourself); and a temporary +1 
Character for each drink they consume.  The effect of each drink 
lasts two hours.  The character’s ‘Character’ will rise until he is 

drunk, which happens when he has a number of drinks equaling ½ (round up) the character’s 
Endurance.  When that happens the character’s ‘Character’ will fall 2 points for each additional 
drink consume.  Each round, the character must make a roll of 5+ on 1D6 (add Perception skill) 
to stop themselves from ordering another drink.  Players who have as many drinks as their 
Endurance number pass out on the floor earning 2D6 negative Honor Points.  On a 1D6 roll of 
4+, passed-out characters will be pick-pocketed for their cash.  Similarly, on a 1D6 roll of 6+, 
those who leave the tavern drunk will be rolled for their cash.  No one sees the culprits (of 
course). 
 
Option One – Gaming 
 Groups that go to a tavern may indulge in gambling with each other, against strangers, or 
the house.  The stakes will not go over 100 Crowns unless the opponent is a Noble.  Suggestions 
for games are as follows: 
 

A. Poker – Each character places a bet and rolls five dice.  Games may be played straight 
up with single bets and one 5D6 roll, or 1-4 card draw with two bets (player’s option on how 
many draws).  Another way to play is to ante up and give each player one card (die); then 
everyone bets; then another card, etc.  Hands win in this order: 

 
One pair (highest pair wins) 
Three of a kind (highest three wins) 
Two pair (highest pairs win – add together) 
Full house (two of one # and three of another) 
Four of a kind (highest four win) 
Small straight (four numbers in sequence) 
Large straight (five numbers in sequence) 
Five of a kind (medieval deck) 

 
B. Twenty-one – players bet against the house on games of 21.  Keep adding dice until 

either the player or the house breaks 21 points.  Highest points equal to or just under 21 wins.  
Start with three dice, then roll at least one more (or as many as you want).  If you go over 21 you 
lose automatically.  The house will match any bets (under 100 Crowns). 
 

C. Sports – players challenge each other to games (use Perception Skill), placing bets on 
each game.  Players that roll snake-eyes have some kind of outrageous mishap. 
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Bocce – roll a target 2D6, closest player’s 2D6 die roll 
to the target die wins, ties split the pot. 

Tennis – roll 2D6 to hit the ball, 6- mean a bad hit.  On 
a good hit, the opponent must roll higher to hit back, etc.  
Winners get one point.  First to 11 points wins.  Winners serve 
in the following turn.  Teams playing doubles will alternate 
hitting the ball. 

Bowling – roll 2D6.  The result equals the number of 
pins knocked down, 2 tries per turn.  10+ points indicates a 
strike.  Five turns per game. 

 
Darts – roll 2D6 to hit target: 
2 = off target  3-4 = 5 points 
5-7 = 10 points  8-10 = 25 points 
11 = 50 points  12 = 100 points 
 

D. Boasting Wagers – players may wager with patrons or the owner for any conceivable 
thing they can think of.  Make opposing die rolls.  Possibilities: riddles, magic tricks, eating, 
acrobatics, etc. 
 

E. Drinking Bouts – wager that the first to pass out loses. 
 
Option Two – Visit La Salle d’Armes 

Players may decide to visit la Salle d’Armes for more training.  Each player will fence 
one bout with foils (with masks and padding) against a teacher whose level of expertise is equal 
to or greater than his own.   

 
Instructor’s Skill (1D6):   1-2 = 0 + own skill. 
3-4 = +1 + own skill.   5-6 = +2 +own skill. 
 
There can be no foul play, and drunk characters will be tossed out summarily.  Players 

must use the Fencing Piste and fencing rules.  The score is kept by hits (1 point per hit).  The first 
to score five hits wins, and ends the bout.  Since practice foils, masks, and padding are used there 

can be no injuries.  Characters who step outside the 
lines forfeit a hit point to the opponent.  Figure skill 
points as normally (1 point per hit), but multiply the 
number of skill points against the skill of the instructor.  
Each lesson costs one Pistole and lasts five hits. 
 
Option Three – Carousing at the Inn 
 Players decide to visit an inn and generally 
make a spectacle of themselves, attempting to procure 
the most applause and adoration from the other patrons.  
Characters will receive positive or negative Honor 
Points for the events which take place while carousing. 
 Each player must buy one meal upon taking a 
table and drinks for each round of carousing (15 minute 
intervals).  Each round the characters roll 9+ 
(2D6+Character) to get up enough gumption to try a 
stunt.  Honor Points are listed after each activity. 
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The character decides to (1D6 no DM): 
1. vie for the attentions of a female (roll Lady1 and Lady2; Coquetry 
skill). 
2. dance with a lady (roll Lady1 and Lady2; Dancing skill). 
3. tell jokes to the audience (Comedy skill).* 
4. tell war stories (Storytelling skill).* 
5. act out a skit (Acting skill).* 
6. sing or play a song (Singing or Instrument skill).* 
 
Lady1 (1D6+Character)   
 (2D6+Character)   *the audience 
1. She’s no lady! -1   2-. is hostile (2D6 men throw you out) -4 
2. Innkeeper’s wife 0   3. throws food -3 
3. Innkeeper’s daughter +1  4. gives a mild booing -2 
4. Popular barmaid +2   5. stares coldly -1 
5. Servant to high lady +3  6. ignores you 0 
6. Noble Lady +4   7. applauds you +1 
Lady2 (1D6 +Character)  8. cheers you on +2 
1. She rolls her eyes & refuses -3 9. toasts you +3 
2. She makes excuses -2   10. buys you a drink +4 
3. She is distracted -1   11. buys you a keg +5 
4. She tolerates you 0   12+. gives you a standing ovation +6; in addition: 
5. She enjoys the attention +1   (character receives a +1DM of skill) 
6. She flirts back +2    
7+. She asks you out +3    
 

Option Four – Shopping 
 Players now get a chance to spend their hardly earned cash.  
Roll 1D6 to determine how many half-hour intervals the players have.  
Once, each interval, players may go to the shop of their choice and ask 
for one item.  Roll shopkeeper’s reaction to their request on the table 
below.  If the players get feisty, the shopkeepers always have 1D6 
thugs with rapiers and daggers around. 
 
Merchant’s Reaction Table (1D6+Character) 
1. Doesn’t like you – price x2. 
2. Thinks you’re an easy mark – price x 1.5 
3. No reaction 
4. No reaction 
5. Feeling generous – price x .75 
6. Likes you – price x .5 
 

Mishaps – when done shopping roll 1D6 (no DMs).  On a result of 1-3 a mishap occurs. 
1. A gang of 1D6 thugs stops you.  If you don’t give them the article and your money they attack.  
Roll crowd reactions on the Events Chart. 
2. A thief tries to cut your purse strings.  On a die roll of 7+ (2D6+Perception or Streetwise) you 
see him first.  If he gets the purse, roll opposing 2D6+Agility to determine if you catch him & get 
your money back.  Otherwise he disappears into the crowded markets. 
3. A thief grabs the article you just purchase (the last one).  On a die roll of 7+ (2D6+Perception 
or Streetwise) you see him first.  If he gets the article, roll opposing 2D6+Agility to determine if 
you catch him & get your article back.  Otherwise he disappears into the crowded markets. 
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4. The item just purchased falls apart in your hands.  You return to the shop.  (1D6+Character): 
 1-3. The merchant has disappeared and the shop is empty (lose purchase Honor Points). 

4. The merchant calls 1D6 thugs to deal with you. 
5. The merchant does not have another article like that but refunds your money instead 
(lose purchase Honor Points). 
6. The merchant gives you a replacement article. 

5. A man laughs at one of your purchases.  Roll for your reaction on the Events Chart. 
6. A woman smiles as you pass by (+1 Honor Point). 
 

Option Three, A – Carousing at Church 
 Puritan players visit a prayer meeting and generally make a 
spectacle of themselves, attempting to procure the most applause and 
adoration from the other churchgoers.  Characters will receive 
positive or negative Honor Points for the events which take place 
while worshipping.  These meetings do not have a pastor controlling 
everything; people just look at each other, or the floor, until someone 
is brave enough to contribute something to the others. 
 Each round of worshipping is done in 15 minute intervals.  
Each round players roll 9+ (2D6+Character) to get up enough 
gumption to try a stunt.  Honor Points are listed after each activity.  
Each player must donate money (at least a few Sous) when the 
basket comes around.   
 
The character decides to (1D6 no DM): 
1. Recite a prayer for the congregation (Praying skill). 

2. Read a Bible quote out loud (Bible Quoting skill). 
3. Give testimony about finding the Lord (Preaching skill). 
4. Flash a few Pistoles to the crowd and throw them in the offering basket (no skill). 
5. Give testimony about how evil your non-Puritan friends are (Testifying skill). 
6. Sing a hymn or play it on the organ (Singing or Playing Classical Hymns skill). 
 
*the congregation (2D6+Character) 
2-. stands up and stares, and the pastor asks you to leave -3 
3. coughs politely -2 
4. stares coldly -1 
5. looks at you and one person gives a stifled laugh 0 
6. ignores you 0 
7. nods approvingly and looks at each other to see if everyone agrees +1 
8. nods harder and someone says ‘Amen’ +2 
9. says ‘Amen,’ ‘Amen’ +3 
10. a particularly sour old matron says “Thank you brother.” +4 
11. claps and dour old men actually smile and say, “Praise the Lord1” +5 
12+. Is inspired; gives you a standing ovation +6; in addition: 
 (character receives a +1DM of skill) 
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Price List 
  

The game can be enhanced when players use poker chips to denote their money: one Sou 
(nickel), red; a Crown (25 cents), blue; a Pistole (dollar), white.  Honor point values for items are 
listed in parenthesis; limit, one per owner (you can have more than one but only get the Honor 
Points once).  Characters without lodging must sleep in the street. 
 
Hostler 
Beer, Ale/mug $.05   Bottle of Wine (4 drinks) $.20 
Breakfast $.05    Dinner/Supper $.10 (+1 if bought for others) 
Inn’s lodging/night $.25   Rent Room/Mo. $3.00 
 
Haberdasher 
Felt Hat  $.25 (1)   Pants $.40 (1) 
Shirt $.25 (1)    Cloak/Doublet $.75 (2) 
Ostriche Plume $.50 (1)   Embroidered sash/silk socks ($2.00 (4) 
 
Leathersmith 
Leather Jerkin $.1.5 (2)   Belt $.05 (0) 
Leather Cap $.15 (0)   Boots $.50 (2) 
Purse $.10 (0)    Shoes ($.25 (1) 
Fencing Doublet $3.00 (0) 
 
Armorer 
Sabre/rapier $1.25 (2)   Dagger $.75 (1) 
Dueling sword (Epee) $1.50 (3)  Court sword (Foil) $1.75 (4) 
Jeweled hilt $5.00 (10)   Baldric $1.00 (2) 
 
Stabler 
Stable Stall/day $.05   Horsefeed/day $.01 
Spurs $.25 (1)    Saddle & tack $1.00 (1) 
Horse 1D6D$ (1/D$)   Mule 1D6x.5$ (0) 
 
Professional 
Chemist/day $.10   Physician/day $.25 
Squire/day $.50    Herbalist/day $.05 
Servant/Mo $.50 (1)    
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Single Options 
 

 These are option which individual players may 
perform on their own.  Roll 7+ (2D6+Agility) in order to 
give your friends the slip.  Then choose one of the 
options below.  The character disappears form the group 
for 1D6 days (the duration of the option) and reappears 
when it is over.  Finally, roll 7+ (2D6+Character) to hide 
the fact that the character stooped to such behavior; 
receive 1D6 Honor Points if they find out. 
 
Option One – Get a Job 

Impoverished characters may be forced to use 
some of their more practical skills to earn some cash.  
The player picks a skill he would like to use, and then 
rolls 1D6 to determine how many establishments of a 

particular trade are in town (or are possibly hiring).  The character will spend one half-hour going 
to each, seeking employment.  To be hired, the character must beat the Owner of the business in a 
2D6+Trade skill die roll (the Owner has no DMs).  Pay is 1D6x skill Dm/day. 
  
Option Two – Study 

Players my elect to enroll in a school to study a subject in order to gain or enhance their 
skill in that subject.  Suitable subjects include any skill except carousing skills or characteristics 
(Strength, Agility, etc.)  Roll 7+ (2D6+Character) to enter the class (2 hours class per day).  
Graduation is accomplished on another roll of 7+ (2D6+Learning).  Roll for the amount of skill in 
the particular subject on the Expertise Level (Page 10).  Classes cost 1D6 crowns/week, and are 
limited to three classes per day.  Between classes, the player may continue to make rounds on the 
events chart with th e rest of the group. 
 
Option Three – Favors of a Lady 

Players may decide that they can count on a lady 
acquaintance to provide them with a loan of cash.  The player must 
have met a noble lady during carousing, and she must have asked 
“to see him again.”  Otherwise, players cannot choose this option.  
Roll 7+ (2D6+Character) to see if the lady is favorable to giving 
the character money.  Then roll 2D6x10 Pistoles to determine the 
amount of the loan.  If the lady refuses, or catches the character 
with another lady, the character may not visit her again.  If in good 
standing, he may ask for a loan once per month.  Since Honor 
Points must be gained in public, private visits with a lady friend 
bring no point benefit or loss.  If seen with the lady again (another 
roll of “Noble Lady” on the carousing chart the character receives 
double the Honor Points. 
 
Disclaimers 
A. The use of the word ‘honor’ is, as believed, relates to the Cavaliers and Puritans of the 
Seventeenth century. 
B. The use of the masculine gender is for convenience only, and is in accordance with the 
language and customs of the times. 
C. Any resemblance to a real game is purely intentional. 
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